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Info about France and Youth With a Mission: 
France is a nation of 63 million people. Since the 18th Century, there has been an accelerating decline of religious faith in  
France. Atheism has grown and there is hostility toward organized religion. Operation World reports, “that most French  
have a profound ignorance of, or indifference to, the gospel, many having never meaningfully encountered it. Yet, the  
relativism of postmodernity has generated acute emptiness and existential angst; as many have noted, this in turn has  
created a spiritual hunger that has grown rapidly in recent years”. Youth With A Mission is a global movement of  
Christians from many cultures, age groups, and Christian traditions, dedicated to serving Jesus throughout the world.  
Also known as YWAM (pronounced "WHY-wham"), they unite in a common purpose to know God and to make Him  
known. One of the joys of participating in YWAM is to work with people from many nations. YWAM's staff (known as  
"YWAMers") come from over 130 countries, including places like Indonesia, Nepal, Mozambique, and Colombia.  

Where We’re Going: 
The Willingdon Team will be serving in Paris, France.  

Team Members:  
,  
John Best (Team Leader), Christy Best, Alexander Best, Hannah Best, Joshua Best, Caridad Caramay 

What will be happening in Paris:  
Jaimee Caramay is a Willingdon Long Term Missionary serving with YWAM in Paris France. The team will be involved in  
an evangelistic outreach from July 28 – August 11, 2024 on the streets of  Paris. The team will have teaching sessions in the  
morning followed by street evangelism in the afternoon. The team will be joining over 100 other short termers from  
various nations in this outreach event. 

Prayer Points:  
Pray for the spiritual preparation of team members as they serve in this ministry.  
Pray for God’s Spirit to lead the team as they share their testimonies and the gospel message.  
Pray that the Holy Spirit will lead many with a spiritual hunger to encounter Jesus Christ. 

In addition to the prayer points above please consider supporting us in finance: 
Each team member is needing to raise $4000 for this trip ($36,000 overall). 
To give financially you can leave an offering at Willingdon and designate the envelope  
“France Short Term Mission Team 2024”  
( do not put a team member’s name on the cheque for tax purposes ) 
You can give online at  
https://give.tithe.ly/?formId=65a696d3-5d42-11ee-90fc-1260ab546d11&locationId=47e2e278-fe31-

4eb5-afa8-5299d0484619&fundId=188b71db-a438-4282-b20c-6eb1747d8071&frequency=one-time 

In the event that excess funds are raised, the donations will be transferred to another  
Willingdon Approved Mission Project. 
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